
From: Ray Burger
To: Kyra Stephanoff
Cc: Town Board; Alice Green; Craig Anderson; Dan Bussmann; David Weinstein (dweinstein.dryden.ny@gmail.com);

John Kiefer; Joseph Wilson; Simon St Laurent ; Tom Hatfield ; Tony Salerno
Subject: RE: Short Term Rental Law for the Town of Dryden
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2020 9:35:37 AM
Attachments: Airbnb Fights Its ‘Party House Problem’ - The New York Times.pdf

2020.08.22 Police log overdose.pdf

Dear Ms. Stephanoff,

Thank you for providing your objection, comments and suggestions below.  They have been
forwarded to the Town Board and Planning Board members as they consider this Short Term Rental
Law.  There will be a public hearing on this draft law at the November 19 Town Board meeting
starting on or after 6:30 pm.  Details on how to join this Zoom meeting will be posted on the Town’s
website on November 18.  There will also be a discussion that night on possibly amending the Zoning
Law to address excessive noise in residential areas.

Thank you again for your engagement in this important topic that is before the Town Board.

Ray

Ray Burger, Director of Planning
Town of Dryden
93 E. Main Street, Dryden, NY 13053
607-844-8888 x213
http://dryden.ny.us/departments/planning-department

From: Kyra Stephanoff
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Ray Burger <rburger@dryden.ny.us>
Cc: Jim Skaley <JSkaley@dryden.ny.us>
Subject: Short Term Rental Law for the Town of Dryden

Dear Mr.  Burger,

Please let me know how I can make a formal objection to the Town’s Short Term Rental Law 
as it is currently written and duplicated below. 

1. Permitted short term rental types:

i. Rental of a residence or a portion of the residence, such as a secondary
self-

contained accessory apartment or a room contained in a residence,
for a maximum of thirty (30) days total in any calendar year where
the owner is not present in the residence, provided that the owner of
the residence or his/her agent is available locally in order to respond
in a timely manner to complaints regarding the condition of the
residence or the property at which the residence is located or
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https://nyti.ms/34ufm8w


Noise. Damages. Safety questions. Airbnb is racing to address the risks posed by partying guests before it goes public.


By Erin Griffith


Oct. 27, 2020


The luxury cabin in Incline Village, Nev., just north of Lake Tahoe, has a hot tub, a sauna, a pool table, a fire pit, two patios


and a backyard full of towering pine trees. It sleeps 14, according to its listing on Airbnb. And it has been a nightmare for Sara


Schmitz, a retiree who lives next door.


The home is frequently the site of raucous bachelor parties and weddings, Ms. Schmitz said. Recently, a crew of college


students stayed there, blowing weed smoke into her house. When she asked them to stop, they threw trash in her yard.


“It’s a constant party house,” said Ms. Schmitz, 57. She has called the police a dozen times about the property and joined the


Incline Village STR Advisory Group, an organization that fights short-term rentals — for which the largest source is Airbnb.


What Ms. Schmitz encountered is part of the “party house problem” facing Airbnb. That’s when guests who book its


properties hold parties in them, something that appears to be happening more frequently in the coronavirus pandemic, as


people look for places to socialize with bars closed and hotels appearing risky. In July, police officers in New Jersey broke up


a party at an Airbnb with more than 700 people in attendance.


Airbnb Fights Its ‘Party House Problem’



https://www.nytimes.com/

https://www.nytimes.com/by/erin-griffith

https://www.nytimes.com/by/erin-griffith

https://www.nytimes.com/news-event/coronavirus?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=LegacyCollection&impression_id=62be2a60-17c8-11eb-a899-cb7505298fb6&variant=1_Show





The party houses pose a risk to Airbnb’s reputation and business as the $18 billion company prepares to go public this year. In


many neighborhoods, people have been turned off by the rentals’ noise and annoyances. Complaints about party houses


across sites like Airbnb and Vrbo soared 250 percent between July and September compared with last year, according to


Host Compliance, which provides local neighborhood hotlines across the United States and Canada.


Worse, the party houses raise safety issues. Between March and October, at least 27 shootings were connected to Airbnb


rentals in the United States and Canada, according to a tally of local news reports by Jessica Black, an activist fighting short-


term rentals. The tally was verified by The New York Times.


Over the years, Airbnb employees have pushed executives to do more to address the party houses, said six people who


worked on safety issues at the company. But they said the start-up had largely put a priority on growth until a deadly


shooting last Halloween at an Airbnb made national headlines. Five people died.


Sara Schmitz at her home in Incline Village, Nev. “It’s a constant party house,” she said
of the Airbnb rental next door. Max Whittaker for The New York Times



https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/19/technology/airbnb-ipo.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/us/orinda-shooting.html





The issues are now fueling Airbnb’s many fights with communities over how to regulate home rentals. Groups like the one in


Incline Village are becoming more vocal and are sharing their strategies for fighting short-term rentals. Cities including


Chicago, San Diego, Ann Arbor, Mich., and Atlanta have recently proposed or enacted stricter rules or bans on the


properties.


“Airbnb’s long-run viability and profitability is going to have a big question mark” if the party issue is not resolved, said


Karen Xie, a professor at the University of Denver who researches the short-term rental industry.


Christopher Nulty, an Airbnb spokesman, said the company was combating the party houses with “robust new policies,


products and technologies to stop large gatherings, which far exceeds measures taken by others.” He said Airbnb had made


changes even though the moves “knowingly impacted growth and nights booked.”


Airbnb began rolling out new rules against party houses around the time that it was preparing to file to go public. In July, it


said guests under the age of 25 with fewer than three positive reviews on the site could not book entire homes near where


they live. In August, the month it filed for a public listing, it placed a 16-person cap on reservations, banned parties and sued


guests who were responsible for the events.


Last month, it started testing technology to block suspicious last-minute bookings and suspended some party houses from its


listings. And ahead of Halloween — the one-year anniversary of the shooting at the Airbnb in Orinda, Calif. — it banned one-


night rentals on Halloween.


Some said the measures were too little, too late.


A neighborhood in Incline Village, where short-term rentals have sparked a campaign against them. Max


Whittaker for The New York Times



https://www.chicagotribune.com/politics/ct-lori-lightfoot-vacation-rental-crackdown-20200825-a2g2qx7nefctvk7vfi5gaig5lm-story.html

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/story/2020-10-08/san-diego-considers-plan-to-cut-short-term-rentals

https://www.mlive.com/news/ann-arbor/2020/09/ann-arbor-bans-dedicated-airbnb-short-term-rental-properties.html

https://www.wabe.org/atlanta-city-councilmember-proposes-ban-on-short-term-rentals-in-residential-neighborhoods/

https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/2704/party-and-events-policy

https://news.airbnb.com/airbnb-announces-global-party-ban/

https://news.airbnb.com/airbnb-shares-pilot-initiative-to-prevent-unauthorized-parties/





“The damage has really been done to the neighborhoods during that time,” said Austin Mao, an Airbnb host in Las Vegas. He


said the costs of repairing damage from parties at his properties, which host as many as 2,000 guests a month, had been


tremendous. Neighbors complained so much about parties over the summer that he converted a third of the listings to long-


term rentals.


In 2016, Christopher Thorpe, an entrepreneur in Lincoln, Mass., said he faced $28,000 in damage after an Airbnb guest threw


an 80-person rave, complete with ticket sales, at his home. Mr. Thorpe later learned that other hosts had reported that guest


for parties, but Airbnb had not removed the renter from the platform.


“Airbnb put up as many roadblocks as they could to avoid dealing with this,” Mr. Thorpe said.


Airbnb has long grappled with safety issues, said the six former employees who worked on trust and safety and who asked to


remain anonymous.


Two of them said they had asked Airbnb to sue people who frequently threw parties at the rentals for the damage, but


executives feared that would draw attention to the events. Several also said they had pushed to limit or remove the “Instant


Book” option, which confirms bookings immediately without requiring approval from the host. But the feature, which was


used by almost 70 percent of listings in 2019, improved convenience and made Airbnb more competitive with hotels. So


Airbnb did nothing, they said.


Mr. Nulty said Airbnb promoted Instant Book so hosts could not discriminate against guests by denying some of them a


booking, adding that hosts can turn off the feature. He denied that executives had been urged to sue party promoters and


said its legal team did not reject proposals because of concerns over public attention.


the Las Vegas police investigated a homicide at an Airbnb rental in April. Kyle


Oster/Fox5



https://news.airbnb.com/an-update-on-instant-book/





In Incline Village, which has a population of around 9,000, the Airbnb party houses have increasingly grated on residents.


Shortly after Joe and Edie Farrell, retired physical therapists, moved permanently into their vacation home there last year,


the house next door became an Airbnb. Blasting music and drunk people created “10 days of anxiety” around July Fourth,


said Ms. Farrell, 70.


“Airbnb is basically helping people set up a hotel in our neighborhood,” Mr. Farrell, 68, said. “Now you have to worry about


your safety and peace and quiet.”


Then came last year’s fatal shooting at the Airbnb in Orinda. A Vice news article that outlined Airbnb’s fraudulent listings and


fake host accounts also went viral, raising questions about trust.


In response, Airbnb said it would ban parties thrown by professional organizers that were promoted on social media. It also


said it would verify that all seven million of its listings were as advertised by Dec. 15, 2020, and announced a global hotline for


neighbors to report parties. And it promoted its head of policy, Margaret Richardson, to be vice president of trust. (She has


since left.)


But when the pandemic hit in March, executives scrambled to keep the company afloat. Verification stalled. (Airbnb said 40


percent of listings had “begun the verification process.”) The neighborhood hotline, which was supposed to be available


globally, is accessible only in the United States, Canada and the Netherlands.


In May, Airbnb cut a quarter of its staff, including a large chunk of its safety team. In an internal Q. and A. with Brian Chesky,


Airbnb’s chief executive, employees protested the layoffs. One said the decision would leave guests without support for


weeks, according to a list of the questions viewed by The Times. Another wrote that he would feel unsafe staying in an Airbnb


or renting his home on the site because of the lack of a safety plan.


Joe and Edie Farrell outside their Incline Village home. “Airbnb is basically helping people set up a hotel in
our neighborhood,” Mr. Farrell said. Max Whittaker for The New York Times



https://www.vice.com/en/article/43k7z3/nationwide-fake-host-scam-on-airbnb

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/17/technology/airbnb-coronavirus-layoffs-.html





In the first week after the layoffs, safety cases piled up, former employees said. Airbnb asked many of those it had laid off to


return temporarily to work through the cases; many of those workers have remained, current and former employees said. In


Dublin, the layoff plans were rescinded altogether, they said. Airbnb said the team that manages user safety is now the size it


was before layoffs.


In August, Airbnb introduced more changes to improve safety. It sued a guest who held a party in Sacramento that resulted


in three people getting shot. It then sued another guest who hosted a party in Cincinnati, where a property manager was shot


in the back while trying to break up the event.


On Oct. 19, the company sued Davante Bell, a party promoter in Los Angeles who threw parties at Airbnb mansions. “Airbnb


has suffered and continues to suffer reputational harm and potential liability to third parties as a direct result of Bell’s


actions,” the company’s lawsuit said.


Mr. Bell, who declined to comment on Airbnb’s suit, has been selling tickets to a new party called “Nightmare on King Bell


Street Halloween Mansion Party” on social media. This week, he continued posting fliers for the event. When asked if the


party would be held at an Airbnb, Mr. Bell did not answer.


A makeshift memorial to the victims of last year’s shooting at an Airbnb in Orinda,
Calif. Ray Chavez/The Mercury News, via Getty Images
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regarding the conduct of occupants of the residence.

ii. Rental of a secondary self-contained accessory apartment, provided
that the owner of the residence is present in the residence during the
term of the rental.

iii. Rental of a room, or portion contained in a residence, provided that the
owner of the residence is present in the residence during the term of
the rental.

As I read paragraphs (ii) and (iii), these paragraphs have nothing to do with short-term rentals
since a thirty (30) day limit is not mentioned at all in them!  Why are these paragraphs
present?

Allowing a room, portion of a residence or whole residence to be rented up to thirty (30) days
when the owner of the residence is absent invites irresponsible behavior.  And it allows the
room, portion or whole residence to be used as a party property since party behavior typically
occurs when the rental duration is for one to three nights.  Who monitors the renters when the
owner is absent?  See the attached NYT article covering this topic.  Whole house rental
properties are the mostly likely type of rental property to be abused.

Paragraph (i) should be rewritten as follows:

i
Where the owner is not present in the residence, rental of a residence or a
portion of the residence, such as a secondary self-contained accessory
apartment or a room contained in a residence, is permitted for a minimum of
six (6) consecutive days to the same individual or group of individuals.  In a
given calendar year a maximum of thirty (30) days rental is permitted.  The
owner of the residence or his/her agent must be available locally in order to
respond in a timely manner to complaints regarding the condition of the
residence or the property at which the residence is located or regarding the
conduct of occupants of the residence.

I personally have experienced the party behavior mentioned in the NYT article since the house
next door, 7 Fox Hollow Road, was rented out on numerous weekends.  Each weekend there
were parties going on with some of them lasting late into the night.  As an example of
irresponsible and illegal behavior, on the weekend of August 22 there were 8 twenty year olds
next door and we were awoken by a woman screaming extremely loudly and for quite awhile.
  My late husband asked the owner about this later and  the owner said that the girl had a panic
attack.  According to the police log (see attached) it was a drug overdose.  All the “perks”
listed in the advertisement for the “Fox Den” spells “party house” despite the owner’s
statement that the place should not be one.  The place has: a hot tub, a fire pit, an outdoor grill
with all the accessories etc.  Not a place to party?  Really?

I have other objections to the law because it does not address properties that use well water
and aquifers from which well water is drawn can and do run dry.  I will address this point
more thoroughly if the Planning Board and Town Board are open to hearing why having “city
folk” rent out properties on well water is not a good idea.  I get the sense that the Boards are



unwilling to hear my objections though.  If I am incorrect, please correct me on this point.

Sincerely,

Kyra Stephanoff


